W&P Noiseprotection India Private Limited is inspired from its German counterpart W&P Noiseprotection GmbH. Our directors and employees can provide you with decades of experience in the industrial acoustic sector. We constantly strive for new innovations and sustainable improvements in our area of expertise – to benefit you, our customer!!

On top of our core competency, which is industrial noise protection, we can offer our customers a one stop solution for all acoustic components in the plant. This can greatly reduce project management effort of complex projects. The services we can hereby provide range from the initial planning, sound prediction, calculations and design right through to the manufacturing and installation of the equipment.

We have worked with following codes, standards & certifications:

**Codes**
- ASME VIII Div 1, B31.1, B31.3
- PED with AD2000, EN 13445 / EN 13480
- I8R (Indian Boiler Regulation)
- SELO / SOL China Manufacturer License
- Russian Code requirements

**Certificate for Pressure Vessel Regulation**
- Certificate of authorisation => U-Stamp
- Module G acc. to PED
- Incl. appropriate WPS/PQR/WPQ

**Quality**
- ISO 9001:2015

---

**Inline (Pressure) Silencers**
Used inside pressure piping systems to reduce the noise from valves, compressors, pumps etc

**Silencers for Rental**
For one-time blow-out cases, silencers can be rented from us

**Baffle Silencers**
Used in cases where noise emitted from air inlet or exhaust openings is required to be reduced effectively

**Dump Tubes**
Dump Tubes or multistage expansion stage orifice can be used where high pressure media must be expanded

**Air Intake Systems**
We provide ventilation units for industrial halls or machinery houses including planning, designing & manufacturing

**Blow-Off Silencers**
Noise generated during blowing-off pressurised steam or gas can be reduced effectively with blow-off silencers, preferably with expansion stages (orifice)
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**Products**

**Inline (Pressure) Silencers**
Used inside pressure piping systems to reduce the noise from valves, compressors, pumps etc.

**Silencers for Rental**
For one-time blow-out cases, silencers can be rented from us.

**Baffle Silencers**
Used in cases where noise emitted from air inlet or exhaust openings is required to be reduced effectively.

**Dump Tubes**
Dump Tubes or multistage expansion stage orifice can be used where high pressure media must be expanded.

**Air Intake Systems**
We provide ventilation units for industrial halls or machinery houses including planning, designing & manufacturing.

**Blow-Off Silencers**
Noise generated during blowing-off pressurised steam or gas can be reduced effectively with blow-off silencers, preferably with expansion stages (orifice).